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Luyao Tu and co-authors present a ∼120 year-long sedimentary record from Lake
Burgäschi on the Swiss plateau discussing variations in the bottom-water oxygena-
tion state, the trophic state and potential phosphorous retention/release during these
varying conditions.

The data set of the study including phosphorous fractions, carbon, sulfur and nitrogen
concentrations, XRF core scanning, and hyperspectral imaging is extensive. Yet, in my
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opinion it is partly overinterpreted and partly not clearly presented. What I am missing
is a better linkage of the data with the development of agriculture and deforestation
in the lake’s catchment area and with the lake’s restoration history. Interpretations on
the trophic state and the reconstruction of hypolimnetic oxygenation regimes are given
in the discussion section but with only weak links to the human influences that are
potentially responsible for these variations. However, since the study cannot contribute
much to the already known chemical mechanisms of phosphorous retention/release in
lake sediments, it seems important that the findings be interpreted with regard to these
same human influences.

Overall, my impression after having read the manuscript was that there is a lot of data,
a lot of statistical analysis but the promise from the abstract that I would learn how
hypolimnetic anoxia influence lake recovery from eutrophication was not accessible to
me. It may be that it is included in the manuscript but then in a form that is difficult to
access for the readership.

Accordingly, the manuscript should be revised. More focus should be put on the inter-
pretation of the data in a larger context. But the data should also not be overinterpreted
as in section 5.3. Currently, the technical and statistical side dominates. I recom-
mend for instance the design of scenarios in the form of conceptual models (sketches)
demonstrating the processes that were dominating the lake during Zones I to IV. For
the readership, this would make the outcome of this study much more attractive and
accessible.

Specific remarks:

Line 44: ‘oxygen levels’ (not only oxygen)

More details should be given in the Introduction on the principle and aim of the phos-
phorous analysis. Also, one sentence more on the technique of the P analysis should
be added to ‘3.4 Phosphorus fractionation scheme and bulk element analyses’ where
the authors simply refer to Tu et al. (2019) for the details (line 171). This shortness on
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the P analysis is questionable given the importance it has for the study. At one point or
the other (Introduction or Material and methods) more detail should thus be provided.

Line 90: A lake has always just one single outflow.

Line 91-92: I guess it should read ‘the most important lowering’.

Lines 112, 113: Referencing to sections that come later in the manuscript is usually
not accepted (to be checked for Biogeosciences).

3.2 Chronology: Great detail on the activity analysis of 137Cs and 210Pb. Might not be
necessary, but actually I welcome the point that it is once presented in a manuscript.

Line 152: ‘The core surface . . .’

Line 156: Add the appropriate elements to the description for the 10 kV and the 30 kV
run, respectively.

Line 187: Provide at least a keyword on the method and not only the naked reference.
As a reader I would like to know at least in which direction it goes before deciding if I
want to search for the reference.

Line 304: This general increase in sedimentary green pigments I cannot see.

Line 305: ‘green-pigment concentrations’

Section 5.3: This section is rather a mix of already presented interpretations on the
state of the lake and interpretations that are speculative and are lacking the necessary
data foundation (not given by the results from this study).

Line 372: ‘Fe contents control’

Lines 438-442: Here, finally a clear statement linking the data with lake restoration,
agricultural influences etc. Points like this should be more elaborated during the Dis-
cussion section and not only brought forward (a bit out of nowhere) in the Conclusions.

Figure 3 with the lithological interpretations cannot come before the presentation of the
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XRF data in Figure 4 as you need the XRF data to define the lithologies.

Figure 4: Too many elements shown. This is a common issue with XRF data. Mg
should be deleted, this is noise, Mg is too light to be measured with an Avaatech
scanner. Either Al or K is sufficient; I recommend K as it is heavier and therefore
presents the more robust result. Ti is sufficient here (delete Rb). You could show Al
and Rb in the supplementary material if you wish.

Figure 6: Can be added to Figure 5. Might even be more illustrative to have all the P
plots together in one graph.

Figure 7: I do not understand how the colored points of the individual cluster zones are
added to this graph. Please explain in the figure caption.
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